DIAMOND GUARANTEED BOND
Using experience of its owner BOOLER DIAMONDS Llc, the company BOOLER
INVEST LTD operating in the diamond market for over eight years has managed to combine
the potential of diamond as a conservative investment product with a stable value and slower
liquidity
and
valorisation
of
funds
in
commodity
markets.
Hundred percent guaranteed investment product in the form of a bond with a
guaranteed annual yield of 5% is the result.
However, it focused on long-term valorisation of funds, from 5 years and up. This
means that the target group of investors are clients who want to save for old-age financial
security, those who want to valorise their funds for their children or investors who invest a
part of their portfolio into this bond as a long-term and still guaranteed investment.
The guarantee of this fund consists of certified diamonds in the wholesale price
/RAPAPORT as at the date of the contract/, equivalent to the value of investment of each
investor. Each diamond is joint to a bond and contract, and handed over to the investor for the
period of bond term.
WHY TO INVEST INTO BOOLER INVEST LIMITED BONDS?
Free financial assets are then valorised by professional and licensed experts in
commodity markets in a risk-free manner or with an emphasis on minimizing trading risks.
Thanks to this setting, we are able to guarantee our clients an annual yield of 5%.
Would you like to invest into diamonds but you are afraid? You don´t understand
diamonds or are you afraid of poor liquidity? Are you afraid you will suffer a loss when
selling them? We will remove your apprehensions thanks to the investment into guaranteed
BOOLER INVEST LIMITED diamond bonds.
Elimination of risk
Interesting guaranteed yield
Experience in the diamond market
Experience of licensed commodity traders
Diamond as a guarantee of investment
Guarantee of diamond purchase through members of the Israeli Diamond Exchange
Background and experience of a multinational company with international presence
The possibility of using the bond as a payment instrument
HOW TO START?

Contact our business representative, or call our INFOLINE 800 988 889

